Healthcare Sr. Drafter

Mascari Warner Dinh Architects is a healthcare architectural design, planning and interior firm with opportunities available for talented, design-sensitive, ambitious professionals with good people skills and lots of energy! This Architectural Sr. Drafting position allows qualified candidates the ability to highlight their many skills working on projects for major healthcare providers in Southern California.

Preferred candidates will have a Bachelor of Architecture degree and be interested in working on a variety of project types in a very collaborative environment. Strong 2D and 3D graphics skills are essential; proficiency in both Revit and AutoCAD required. Qualified candidates will have 2-5 years of experience working in a drafting role on acute care and outpatient facilities. Familiarity and understanding of OSHPD and OSHPD 3 requirements are preferred.

Mascari Warner Dinh Architects offers challenge, recognition and personal visibility with an opportunity to be part of great projects. Under supervision, this position produces architectural documents (in the schematic, design development and construction document phases of a project) for Project Architects and Job Captains that are responsive to the client’s needs and deadlines while keeping in Mascari Warner Dinh’s architectural procedures, standards and quality expectations.

ESSENTIAL DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES:

1) Develop drawings according to parameters defined by Project Architect and/or Job Captain.
   - Produces construction documents in Revit, including plans, sections and details.
   - Assists with quality control for the completed drawings.
   - Maintains ongoing communication to understand any project changes, design issues or time/budget constraints that may impact initial assignment.
   - Interacts and communicates effectively and professionally with other team members.
   - Utilizes past knowledge and experience to enhance the quality of product, recognizes problem issues, communicates impact to team and seeks clarity when necessary.

2) Executes drawings and assists with quality control activities for architectural elements on a project.
   - Assists Job Captain/Project architect in reviewing completed drawings, documents and submittals.
   - Keep project architect / Job Captain informed of progress; recognizes problem issues and communicates impact to team, and seeks clarity when necessary.

3) Uses past experience and project knowledge to assist the Project Architect / Job Captain keeping in mind schedules/budgets and provides communication as appropriate with team leaders and/or team members who are responsible for work flow/timelines, etc.

Mascari Warner Dinh Architects is an equal opportunity employer; applicants are considered without discrimination with regard to race, color, religion, sex, national origin, age, disability, veteran status or other statuses protected by state, local or other applicable laws. This policy extends to all aspects of employment, including recruitment and hiring.

How to Apply: Please submit cover letter and resume with portfolio sample to: info@mascariwarner.com
Email: info@mascariwarnerdinh.com
Website: www.mascariwarnerdinh.com